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The Beauty of the Bond – Increasing Positive Connections within the Family 

Keynote, Breakout or ½ day workshop/class 

Suitable for anyone raising children  

 
These are fun, high-energy times of Valerie sharing 
from her vast experiences as a mom with decades of 
parenting insight.   Being mother to 9 kids with varied 
personalities, her task to keep hearts on one accord 
daily presented challenge. Audience laughter is the 
hallmark of these messages as parents hear Valerie’s 
vivid and entertaining stories from her parenting 
escapades.  Beauty of the Bond Titles and 
Programs: 

 

Strategies to Maintain Positive Sibling Interactions.  Some days, everything 

from the weather to shoe laces seems to cause siblings to war against one another.  

These are times when a parent can find themselves at wits end, constantly playing 

judge and jury between their warring children.  While some sibling conflict is 

normal, it is important to prevent damaging escalations.  Valerie’s 5 sons and 4 

daughters have given her decades of experience dealing with sibling conflict 

resolution strategies pointing family members towards better relating.  This 

program is designed to empower the parent to proactively build peace-making into 

family routine. 

 

Making Your “Home Sweet Home” the Entertainment Hub.  The family that 

plays together enjoys being together. Take counsel on ways to spend enriching 

moments with your children from this mother of 9 (five boys and four girls).  From 

planned engagement to moments of spontaneous fun, see how to easily transform 

your home into a place of shared delight for you and your children.     

Maintaining Healthy Family Bonds with your Adult Children.  The seasons of 

parenting include early times of learning the ways of your infant/young child, and 

then adjusting as they grow.  In this program, parents are empowered to continue 

growing relationship with their adult children, maintaining healthy bonds for life 

beyond their childhood.  Let Valerie, mother of 9 (over half being adult) help you 

transition your parenting into this next critical phase of life as you learn to enjoy 

bonds with your adult children.   
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Learning Objectives – Beauty of the Bond Programs 

• Honor and celebrate the beauty of individuality 
• Enjoy the blessing of family unity 
• Encourage grace and sensitivity between siblings 
• Realize the benefits that only come from living the family dream team 
• Address reality of how having older/adult children changes dynamics of the bond 

 

 

 


